
Warm-up: what does this print?

public static void main(String[] args){

    int i = 0;

    int j = 0;

    while(i < 3){

      while( j < 5){

        System.out.print(" (" + i + "," + j + ") ");

        j++;

      } 

      System.out.println("\n x");

      i++;

    }

}



Answer

 (0,0)  (0,1)  (0,2)  (0,3)  (0,4) 

 x

 x

 x



Very common error on midterm: 
these two are NOT equivalent

for(i = 0; i < k; i++){

  for(j = 0; j < m; j++){

    //body

  }

}

int i = 0;

int j = 0;

while(i < k){

  while(j < m){

    //body

    j++;
  }

  i++;

}
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The Final Exam

● Somewhat different from previous years' finals
● Tracing code: you read lots of code and answer 

questions like, “why doesn't it compile?”, “what 
happens when it executes?” etc. (40ish points)

● Debugging: we show you source code and program 
output; you find the logical/run-time error and fix it 
(10ish points)

● Programming (recursion): write a recursive method 
that does blah (10ish points)

● Programming (objects): write 4 classes. Theme: 
elections! (40ish points)



There's a logical error here; what is it?
public class Vector2D {

  private double x;
  private double y;

  public Vector2D(double myX, double myY) {

    x = myX;
    y = myY;

  }

  /* add vector v to this vector */
  public Vector2D add(Vector2D v) {

    System.out.println("add(Vector2D)");
    return new Vector2D(x + v.x, y + v.y);

  }

  /* add x to x-component of vector, and y to y-component */
  public Vector2D add(int x, int y) {

    System.out.println("add(int, int)");
    return new Vector2D(x + x, y + y);

  }
}
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Material covered: everything

● “Midterm” material is mostly tested indirectly (since 
everything else builds on it). Sometimes it is tested 
directly.

● Definitely questions about:
● file i/o
● exceptions
● object-oriented programming++

– You should be able to decide on your own: what attributes 
should this particular class have?

● interfaces and inheritance (including casting objects, 
dynamic binding, declared vs actual type)
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Organized just like midterm

● one double-sided cheat sheet (8.5 x 11 paper, 
handwritten or typed), nothing else

● descriptions of standard/useful java classes 
included on last page
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Review of scope
(instance vs. static variables/methods)



Examples of different kinds of variables
public class Account 

{ 
  private static double fee = 0.00; // static variable
  private double balance; // instance variable

  public Account(double initialAmount) // parameter
  {
    this.balance = initialAmount;
  } 

  public boolean withdraw(double amount) // parameter
  {
    boolean result = true; // local variable

    if ((amount >= 0) && ((amount + fee) <= this.balance)) {
      this.balance = this.balance - (amount + fee);
      result = true;
    }

    return result;
  }
}
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Scope summary
(“visible” = “in scope” = can access without using “.” operator)

Kind of variable
● Local variables
● Method parameters
● Static variables
● Instance variables

Scope across classes
● Private variables
● Public variables

Visible where
● ________________
● ________________
● ________________
● ________________
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Scope summary
(“visible” = “in scope” = can access without using “.” operator)

Kind of variable

● Local variables

● Method parameters

● Static variables

● Instance variables

Scope across classes

● Private variables

● Public variables

Visible where

● their method

● their method

● all static/instance methods in 
their class

● all instance methods in their 
class

● are not visible in other classes

● are visible in other classes
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The difference between instance & 
static

● It all boils down to variable scope. If you 
understand scope, you understand the 
difference between instance and static.
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What can you see from inside a 
static method?

● inside m(), we can use and see:
● the parameters of m()

● the local variables of m()

● static variables declared in the class where m() is defined

● public static variables declared in other public classes. (must use dot 
operator)

● The only way to access instance variables from a static method is with a dot 
operator (through an object)

● NOTE: we can't see “this” keyword in static methods

public class SomeClass{
  public static int m(int a, int b){
   //what variables can be used in this method body?
  }
}



Example: accessing instance 
variables from a static method

 public static void main(String[] kittens)

 {   

    Fraction grade = new Fraction(85,100);

    // accessing a public instance variable 
    System.out.println(grade.isPositive);

    // accessing a private instance variable 
    // by using a public instance method
    System.out.println(grade.getNumerator());

 }
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Static:
the consequences of scope rules

● The scope rules for static variables enforce that 
these variables are like shared memory among 
all instances, all methods

● The scope rules for static methods enforce that 
these methods are like general-purpose tools 
that objects and classes can use 
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What can you see from inside an 
instance method?

● an instance method can see all the same 
variables that a static method can see 

plus 

● it can see all the fields in the object that it (the 
method) belongs to
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Old example: this diagram illustrates two 
Account objects in memory

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1 a2number

balance

open

67890

true

100.0 300.0
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When the getBalance() method is called, it can see 
its local memory and it can see the variables in a2

number

balance

open

12345

true

a1 a2number

balance

open

67890

true

100.0 300.0

double getBalance() {
  return balance;
}

System.out.println("Account a2's balance #: "
+ a2.getBalance());
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What can you see from 
inside an instance method?

● inside m2(), we can use/see:
● the parameters of m2()
● the local variables of m2()
● static variables declared in the class where m2() is defined
● instance variables declared in the class where m2() is defined
● public static variables declared in other public classes. (must use 

dot operator)
● In an instance method, the only way to access instance variables 

from other instances (whether of the same class or a different 
class) is through an object with the dot operator.

public class AnotherClass{
  public int m2(int x){
   //what variables can be used in this method body?
  }
}
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Instance:
the consequences of scope rules

● The scope rules for instance variables enforce 
that these variables represent the state of 
individual objects in memory
● i.e. instance variables are not shared

● The scope rules for instance methods enforce 
that these methods are like independent 
actions performed by particular objects in the 
context of the those objects' current state



Example: mix of static and instance.
What does this print?

public class Vector2D {

  private double x;
  private double y;
  private static int count = 0;

  public Vector2D(double myX, double myY) {
    x = myX;
    y = myY;
    count++;
  }

  public void transform(){
    if(isPositive(this)){
      this.x = this.x * 2;
      this.y = this.y * 2;
    }

   else{

   double newValue = this.x/this.y;
   this.x = newValue;
    this.y = newValue;
   }
  }

  public Vector2D add(Vector2D v) {
    System.out.println("add(Vector2D)");
    return new Vector2D(x + v.x, y + v.y);
  }

  public Vector2D add(int x, int y) {
    System.out.println("add(int, int)");
    return new Vector2D(x + x, y + y);
  }

  public Vector2D add(double x, double y) {
    System.out.println("add(double, double)");
    return new Vector2D(this.x + x, this.y + y);
  }
 // continued on the right

public String toString() {
  return "(" + x + ", " + y + ")";

}

public static Vector2D add(Vector2D fst, Vector2D snd){

 System.out.println("add(Vector2D, Vector2D)");
  return fst.add(snd);

}

public static boolean isPositive(Vector2D v){

if(v.x >= 0 && v.y >= 0) return true;
  else return false;

}

public static void main(String[] args) {

  Vector2D u = new Vector2D(1.0, 2.0);
  Vector2D v = new Vector2D(3.0, 4.0);

  System.out.println("u + v == " + u.add(v));
  v.transform();
  System.out.println("v.transform() == " + v);
  System.out.println("add(u, v) == " + add(u,v));
  System.out.println("v + (5, 6.0) == " + v.add(5, 6.0));
  System.out.println("u + (7, 8) == " + u.add(7, count));

}

}



The following is printed

add(Vector2D)

u + v == (4.0, 6.0)

v.transform() == (6.0, 8.0)

add(Vector2D, Vector2D)

add(Vector2D)

add(u, v) == (7.0, 10.0)

add(double, double)

v + (5, 6.0) == (11.0, 14.0)

add(int, int)

u + (7, 8) == (14.0, 10.0)



Recursion: solve a problem of size n by solving 
smaller instances of that same problem using 

them to build the solution for n
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Example

● Write a recursive method m() that computes the 
partial sum of the following series:
1/3 + 2/5 + 3/7 + 4/9 + ... + i / (2i + 1)

● In other words, 
● m(2) should return result of 1/3 + 2/5
● m(3) should return result of 1/3 + 2/5 + 3/7
● m(0), m(-1) are undefined
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Example

● Write a recursive method that computes the 
partial sum of the following series:
1/3 + 2/5 + 3/7 + 4/9 + ... + i / (2i + 1)

● Idea: to compute m(n), assume I know how to 
compute m(n-1):
● m(n) = n/(2n + 1) + m(n-1)
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Example

● Write a recursive method that computes the 
partial sum of the following series:
1/3 + 2/5 + 3/7 + 4/9 + ... + i / (2i + 1)

● Idea: to compute m(n), assume I know how to 
compute m(n-1):
● m(n) = n/(2i + 1) + m(n-1)

● Base case (simplest case, no recursive call)
● m(1) = 1.0/3 
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Example

● Write a recursive method that computes the 
partial sum of the following series:
1/3 + 2/5 + 3/7 + 4/9 + ... + i / (2i + 1)

● How it works for m(4):
● m(4) = 4/(2*4 + 1) + m(3)

– m(3) = 3/(2*3 + 1) + m(2)
● m(2) = 2/(2*2 + 1) + m(1)

– m(1) = base case = 1/3
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